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ABSTRACT 
In the collective memories of the Alevis, three'acts of violence' mark 
the period spanning the 1960s to 1980s: the consequences of the 
rapid urbanization of the 1960s, the massacres of the 1970s and the 
state-induced persecution and oppression of the left-wing political 
movements in the aftermath of the 1980 coup. These'acts of violence' 
have left the imprints of two losses in the collective memories of the 
Alevis: the loss of the feelings of social and economic security, and 
the loss of political trust in the state. Recently, the Alevi community's 
response to the AKP's coming to power was that of a cautious 
ambivalence. This ambiguity did not last long, and, with the so-called 
Alevi opening of the AKP, governments ended up in a deadlock, and 
also with the outbreak of the civil war in Syria in 2011 and the Gezi 
protests in 2013, the looming shadow of violence and loss once again 
fell on the collective memories of the Alevi community. This article 
analyses this process from the 1960s onwards. 

I-lad Sivas Madnnak not occurred, Zeynep would not have been in Gazi and would not have 
died. (Menek~e Poyraz, 111other of Zeynep Poyraz killed by a police bullet during Gazi events 
in 1995) 

I-lad Gazi not occurred, we \vould not have supported Gezi and taken part in the front lines 
during Gezi. "l11at's why 1nany Alevis died during the Gezi events throughout Turkey. (Young 
Alevis fron1 Gazi neighbourhood, July 2013). 1 

Violence and loss ... 

When the lines above were written, the Gazi neighbourhood was witnessing another case 
of violence and loss. For three days state officials did not allow the Alevi community in the 
Gazi neighbourhood to hold the funeral of the outlawed DHKP/C (Devrimci Halk Kurtulu1 
Parti/Cephe, Revolutionary People's Liberation Party/Front) activist Giinay Ozarslan. She 
had been shot by the police forces in her house during the special security operation on 
24 July 2015 following the Suru~ bombing on 20 July 2015.2 Ozarslan's family and lawyers 
filed a criminal complaint against officials carrying out the operation while MPs from 
the CHP ( Cumhuriyet Halk Partisi, Republican People's Party) and the HDP (Halklann 
Demokr-asi Partisi, Peoples' Democracy Party) and leaders of Alevi institutions carried out 
shuttle diplomacy among the family, Gazi cemevi-the Alevis' house of worship-and tbe 
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Clovcrnorship of Istanbul. 'The tension in the neighbourhood increased and a police officer 
was fatally shot by an unknown attacker. Further1nore, the police attacked Gazi cen1evi with 
gas bon1bs while 6zarslan's dead body, her n1other, relatives, Alevi con1n1unity leaders) MPs 
and DHKP/C members were still inside. 

This incident is typical of the acts of violence and feelings ofloss that historically play a 
significant role in the forn1ation of the Alevi sense of con1n1unity in 'furkey. Butler argues 
that such 'deliberate acts of violence' against a group and the n1elancholic and/or inournful 
feelings ofloss that they create are prone to generate the conditions necessary for the emer
gence of a new political agency.3 111is is indeed the case in the fonnation of and changes in 
the contemporary Alevi social and political identity" since the 1960s. Jn this article, I seek to 
show how successive acts of violence against the Alevi con1111unity and collective n1en1ories 
ofloss they generate, combined with the changing power dynamics of the period in which 
these acts occurred, have shaped the Alevis' sense of political identity. 

Political and social identification is a dynamic process that is linked to how power and 
knowledge is produced and reproduced,5 and melancholic and/or mournful feelings ofloss 
shape the symbols and values of this dynamic process. Such feelings ofloss, in turn, are gen
erated through deliberate acts of violence against a group and, as Eng and Kazanjiyan argue, 
they are inseparable fro1n vvhat is not lost, in other vvords fro1n what re1nains.6 Furthern1ore, 
reflected in the losses with which individuals and/or collectivities identify themselves are the 
characteristics of power relations in a particular social and political setting at a particular 
time, and the meanings attributed to what is valuable in what is lost are dynamic as well. 

Contemporary social and political identification of Alevis dates back to the 1960s, and 
the period since has added its share of violence and loss to their collective 1ne1nories: the 
rapid urbanization of the 1960s, followed by the Malatya, Sivas, Marni and C,:orurn massa
cres of the 1970s, the coup of 1980, the Sivas and Gazi massacres in the 1990s, and finally 
the war in Syria and Gezi protests in 2010s have all generated new feelings ofloss, and thus 
left their in1prints in the e1nergence of Alevis as new political agents and in the for1nation 
and transformation of the networks and institutions in and through which they become 
socially and politically organized. 

1960s-1980s: Alevis' emergence in the urban landscape 

In the collective n1en1ories of the Alevis, three 'acts of violence' n1ark the period spanning 
the 1960s to 1980s: the consequences of the rapid urbanization of the 1960s, the massacres 
of the 1970s and the state-induced persecution and oppression of the left-wing political 
movements in the aftermath of the 1980 coup. 'Ihese 'acts of violence' have left the imprints 
of two losses in the collective memories of the Alevis: the loss of the feelings of social and 
econon1ic security) and the loss of political trust in the state. 

The rapid urbanization process of the 1960s has hit the Alevis very hard, and it was at 
this time that they first encountered right- and left-wing political ideologies and groups. 
Alevisn1 is not only a belief systen1, but also involves a set of co1nn1unal social and econo1nic 
practices and values. Such practices and values functioned well in rural settings,7 but the 
urban setting of the poor working-class neighbourhoods in which Alevis had to settle was 
not conducive to sustaining them. As Alevis felt the loss of the communal lies of solidarity, 
feelings of social and econo1nic insecurity set in. And it was in the urban working-class 
neighbourhoods that they first encountered left-wing political organizations. 
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It is usually assun1ed that the Alevi co1nn1unity have always been avid supporters of cen
tre-left and left-wing political parties such as the CHP ( Cumhuriyet Halk Partisi, Republican 
People's Party) and the TiP ('Ilirkiye i,<r;i Partisi, Workers Party of Turkey). The fact is, how
ever, in the 1950s and early 1960s Alevis' political party of choice was the centre-right DP 
(Demokrnt Parti, Democratic Party) and its successor AP (Adalet Partisi, justice Party) and 
it was only after the effects of rapid urbanization set in in the mid-l 960s that Alevis turned 
fron1 centre-right to centre-left choices.8 As right-wing nationalist parties and n1ove1nents 
started to adopt a more pro-Sunni Islamic approach, left-wing political parties became a 
secure shore for the Alevis. Alevis' need to find a substitute for the lost sense of social and 
econon1ic security) and the Left's need to organize the \Vorking class in the urban centres 
intersected, and n1any Alevis becan1e associated with left-wing political organizations.9 

The rapid influx of Alevis in the urban centres of central, eastern and southeastern 
Anatolia brought them face to face with the Sunni lower and middle-class populations 
of these centres, who, in the early 1970s, were rapidly losing their economic power. This 
encounter was one of the factors that Jed Sunni Muslims to regard pro-Islamist and ultra-na
tionalist parties as viable political alternatives. '1110s the winner of 1973 national elections 
was the centre-left CHP, but in urban centres where sizeable Sunni and Alevi Populations 
lived, such as Malatya, Sivas, Maraj and <;:orum, the pro··lslamist MSP (Milli Selamet Partisi, 
National Salvation Party) closely followed CHP as the second party. Four years later, the 
winner of the 1977 elections was again the CI-IP, but this time, with the exception of CHP as 
the second party was not longer the MSP, but the ultra-nationalist MHP (Milliyet'i Hareket 
Partisi, Nationalist Movement Party). This change of votes from MSP in 1973 to MHP in 
1977 signalled the militarization of the centre right, which in turn paved the way to the 
massacres ofMalatya (1978), Sivas (1978), Maraj (1978) and <;:orum (1980). 10 What were 
lost in these violent acts against the Alevis was) obviously, n1any htunan lives. And what 
ren1ained fro1n this violence in their collective n1en1ories) in turn, was a loss of trust in the 
Turkish state for its failure to prevent these massacres and protect the Alevis when it could, 
and in so1ne cases for its direct con1plicity with the perpetrators. 

With these two losses in the 1960s and 1970s, namely the loss of the feeling of social 
and economic security, and the loss of trust in the Turkish state firmly imprinted in their 
collective memory, the 1980 coup found the Alevis organized under left-wing political 
movements and parties. The 1980 coup not only deepened this loss of trust with its violent 
persecution and oppression of the left-wing political movements, but also introduced into 
the collective memories of the Alevis two more melancholic and/or mournful losses. 'The 
1980 Junta disbanded and violently crushed almost all left-wing organizations, and only 
those organizations that could go underground survived this merciless anti-leftist campaign. 
Thus, the Alevis lost not only the very political networks in and through which they became 
organized in the 1970s, but also their ideological allies, friends and comrades with whom 
they shared the common hope for a more egalitarian and peaceful world. This loss did 
not, however, cause them to forgo either their yearning for a better world, or the left-wing 
conviction that it can be realized through a socialist revolution. Quite on the contrary, their 
loss n1otivated the1n to turn their n1ourning into action. 'lhey forn1ed their own institutions 
and sought to keep their hopes alive in and through these. Once again, 'a deliberate act of 
violence: this time in the shape of 1980 coup, 'generated the conditions for the emergence 
of a new political agency') na1nely Alevi institutions. 
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'foe second thing that the Alevis lost as a result of the 1980 coup was their shaky confi
dence that the I(e111alist-secular ideal of equal citizenship can and/or will ever be realized 
in the Turkish Republic. In the early Republican era, the founding Kemalist ideology uti
lized elements from Sunni and Turkish cultures for the symbolic construction of a 'Secular 
'rurkish nation-state'. 11 In this process, Alevis were positioned as the representatives of all 
those that are linked to be quintessentially Turkish. Alevis' response to this process was 
ambivalent. On the one hand, compared with their former status as persecuted subjects of a 
Sunni Sultan in the Ottoman Empire, the Republican promise of the secular status of equal 
citizenship attracted then1 as a nlajor iI11proven1ent and hence they felt close to l(e111alis111. 
On the other hand, however, they also realized that this promise of equal citizenship has 
always remained something yet to come, as an ideal that is always longed for but never fully 
realized. 12 This tension between hope and disappointment characterized Alevis' attitude 
towards the state throughout republican history and can still be discerned in the way the 
historical figure of Mustafa Kemal Atatiirk is recollected in their collective memories. 

With the 1980 coup 'Turkish-Islamic synthesis' 13 replaced Kemalism as the dominant ide
ology of the state, Turkish-Islamic synthesis is a conservative ideology eclectically concocted 
with Pro-sunni, Pro-T'urkish nationalist and Westernist ele111ents. It was first forn1ulated by 
the influential right-wing think-tank Intellectual Hearts (Aydmlar Ocagt) during the 1970s. 
With and in the aftermath of the 1980 coup, especially during the and in the aftermath the 
organic power of Kemalism in state apparatuses was undermined by the purge of Kemalist 
bureaucrats, and Turkish Islamic Synthesis became the dominant perspective in and through 
which social and cultural policies of the state were formulated and implemented, In their 
everyday lives, Alevis experienced the ideological ascendance of Turkish-Islamic synthesis 
as an ever increasing threat to secularisn1 and hence as an ever escalating discrin1ination 
and symbolic violence against their syncretic belief. And it was this act of violence that led 
them to question their shaky confidence that the Kemalist promise of equal citizenship in 
a secular republic can or will ever be fulfilled. 

1990-2000: the cost of visibility from Sivas To Gazi 

Having lost their lives and their trust in the state in the massacres of the 1970s, and the left
wing networks in and through which they became organized in the 1980s, the 1990s found 
the Alevis organized in and through their own institutions. 14 Their hopes for a socialist 
revolution and their confidence in the fulfilment of the Kemalist project's promise of a sec
ular and egalitarian republic too were recorded either as mournful losses or as melancholic 
ideals that were kept alive against all odds in and through these institutions. 

As Massicard notes, the new Alevi institutions were organized along three different 
axes. 15 First there are the old Bektashi tekkes and HaCI Bekta~ Veli associations, which aim 
to reach back, capture and revive the authentic traditions and cultural heritage of the Alevis. 
The second group involves institutions like the PSAKD (Pir Sultan Abdal Kultur Dernegi, 

Pir Sultan Abdal Cultural Association) and the July 2nd Foundation, which aim to focus 
111ore on conte1nporary social and political issues and which regard Alevisn1 1nore or less 
as a reactionary cultural position. They adopt a directly critical attitude towards the state 
and defend a n1ore radical and uncon1pron1ising approach in forn1ulating and pursuing 
Alevi demands. Finally in the third group there are institutions like the Ehl-i-Beyt and CEM 
foundations, which take the theological/religious dimension of Alevism as a fundamental 
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reference point and seek to establish relatively n1ore cordial and easy-going relations with 
the state to get the political and/or bureaucratic powers-that-be to accept Ale vi demands. 

In the 1990s the formation of institutions around these three axes allowed the Alevis 
to openly assert their identities in the socio-political landscape of Turkish politics. 'I1ms, 
for example, they started to perform their religious rituals -Cem-openly, and from 
1990 onwards the annual I-Iac1 Bekta~ Veli Me1norial Cere1nonies beca1ne an international 
event that attracted huge gatherings of Alevis from all around the world, along with state 
lun1inaries. 

Consequently, in the 1990s Alevi's social and political identity became more visible 
and it did so in full sight and in many cases with the high-handed permission of the state. 
Unfortunately, however, this was not the only development that was recorded in the collec
tive 1nen1ories of the Alevis in the 1990s; there were two further 'deliberate acts of violence: 
in which more than 50 people lost their lives: the Sivas massacre of 2 July 1993 and the Gazi 
Quarter events of 12-15 March 1995. 

The scene of the Sivas massacre was a cultural festival organized by PSAKD to commem
orate Pir Sultan Abdal, a sixteenth-century dissident Alevi Poet. 'I11irty-seven people died 
when a Sunni-fundamentalist mob attacked to lynch the invitees to the festival and later set 
fire to the Madnnak Hotel into which they escaped to take shelter. The attack lasted for eight 
hours without active intervention either by the police, or the military, or the fire department. 
Among the 37 people who died were prominent intellectuals, writers, poets and artists, two 
hotel employees and two attackers. Most of the 33 invitees who died were Alevis. 16 

The Gazi quarter, a working-class neighbourhood in Istanbul, was the scene of the second 
act of violence that befell Alevis in the 1990s. The events started when automatic gunfire 
was targeted from a stolen cab to coffee houses frequented by the Alevis and one person was 
randomly shot to death. When a crowd of Alevis gathered to protest against the shootings, 
the police intervened violently and events spread to other locations in Istanbul and Ankara. 
Seventeen people died in the Gazi Quarter and six more people died in other locations. 
Seven of the deaths in the Gazi Quarter were from police bullets, as the autopsies later 
performed on the dead bodies revealed. 

In Sivas the state agencies were conspicuous by their absence when they were n1ost 
needed and their neglect in preventing the 1nassacre could very well be interpreted as an 
in1plicit atten1pt to inti1nidate Alevi institutions not to beco1ne too visible or controversial 
in the public eye and not to count on state agencies' help if they do. In Gazi, in turn, state 
agencies-the police~were conspicuous by their violence and the disproportionate use of 
force by the police can be interpreted as a direct and open attempt to intimidate the Alevi 
co1nn1unity not to raise their voices too loudly even in the face of an unprovoked violent 
attack against their con11nunity. 

These two violent acts added tv·.ro 1nore 111ournful n10111ents to the collective 1nen1ories 
of the Alevis. In particular the radical Sunni tenor of the attackers in Sivas and the fact that 
the massacre was perpetrated during a festival commemorating Pir Sultan Abdal, himself 
executed by the Ottoman state for his Alevi convictions and dissidence, evoked the mel
ancholic 1nen1ories of two historic acts of violence that are of foundational significance 
in the formation of the Alevi identity: Kerbela17 and Chaldiran. 18 Yazid and Yavuz Sultan 
Selim, the perpetrators of these two historic acts, as well as H1z1r Pasha, the governor of the 
Ottoman Sultan who ordered Pir Sultan Abdal's execution and who was originally an Alevi, 
becarne frequent references in describing the state's connivance and/or direct con1plicity 
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in Sivas and (Jazi and in reproving those n1en1bers of the Alevi con11nunity believed to be 
collaborating with and/or apologizing for the state. 

In tern1s of Alevi identification, the Sivas n1assacre and c;azi events had t\VO in1por~ 

tant consequences, one productive, the other less so: first, the n1ournful feeling of 
loss and the accompanying feeling of indignation these events instigated among the 
Alevis encouraged them to close ranks through their common Alevi identity, and this 
strengthened their political agency. 19 At the same time, however, the internal debate in 
the Alevi community concerning the proper distance to be kept from the state took 
on the dimension of a rift. At one extreme there was the CEM foundation, which 
positioned itself as the organization of 'faithful' Alevis who seek to establish relatively 
cordial relations with the state, and which saw particularly the Gazi events 'as a dirty 
game against the state'. 20 At the other extreme there were the PSAKD circles who were 
the direct targets of the Sivas massacre and who saw the Sivas massacre as the last link 
in a long chain of violent acts against the Alevis starting with Kerbela. Therefore they 
found the state's connivance in Sivas difficult to forgive, and had little sympathy for 
Alevis and Alevi institutions, which they see as apologists for the state. 

"Tims the Alevis greeted the new millennium with a stronger sense of collective identity 
and with an internal political rift on the basis of which there was a difference of opinion 
regarding the extent to which the state can be trusted. The Sivas massacre and Gazi events 
functioned, in one sense, as a bridge connecting the melancholic symbols of Alevis' distant 
(Kerbela and Chaldiran) and recent (Malatya, Sivas, Mara~ and <;:orum massacres of the 
1970s) pasts to their present. 

Furthern1ore inany nan1es that were to beco1ne in1portant political figures in the AKP 
(Adalet ve Kalkmma Partisi, justice and Development Party) era, first made themselves 
known to the Alevis in the 1990s: either as defence counsel in the Sivas Massacre Trials, 
or, in the case of Recep Tayyip Erdotan, as the Mayor of Istanbul who as one of his first 
acts attempted to demolish the Cemevi (Alevi House of Prayer) near Karncaahmet Sultan 
Dergaht (Dergah of Karacaahmet Sultan) and who, however, had to step back as a result of 
the reactions fron1 the Alevi con1n1unity. 

2000-2010: hope and disappointment 

In 2002 Erdogan's moderate Sunni-Islamicist AKP was elected to government, and the AKP 
governments of the early 2000s were avid supporters of accession to the EU. In an attempt 
to meet the Copenhagen Criteria (which was a precondition for Tnrkey to start negotia
tions for full membership) a number oflegal and political reforms were made in the areas 
of hun1an rights and den1ocracy. 

It was in this spirit of democratization, motivated by the prospect of accession to the 
EU, that the AKP governments of the first decade of the second millennium reached out 
to the Alevis. In fact the AKP became the first political party to officially recognize the 
Alevis as a collective social and political actor while still in power. 111e taboo word Alevi 
started to be used in official docurnents; state dinners were given to the representatives of 
Alevi institutions on the occasion of Muhart"em Orncu; and finally in 2009 and 2010 sev
eral workshops were organized to meet with the Alevi institutions to discuss the problems 
of the Alevi community. Unfortunately, however, the so-called Alevi opening of the AKP 
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governments ended in deadlock, and with the outbreak of the civil war in Syria in 2011, 
and the Gezi protests in 2013, the Joo111ing shadow of violence and loss once again fell on 
the collective n1en1ories of the Alevi con1n1unity. 

T'he Alevi con1n1unity's response to AKP's con1ing to power was that of a cautious 
ambivalence. On the one hand the AKP's Islamist references and its Sunni-Turkish 
voters base evoked their n1en1ories of the n1any violent acts fro111 the 1970s on\vards 
in which Sunni and Turkish nationalist symbols and slogans were used to provoke and 
mobilize lynch mobs against the Alevis. These memories, in turn, evoked their fear 
that AKP's coming to power represents a further step away from the Kemalist ideal 
of a secular and egalitarian republic-a melancholic ideal the loss of which they had 
already registered in their collective memories in the 1980s. Thus it was not a coinci
dence that among the participants of anti-AKP Cumhuriyet rallies of 2007s the Alevis 
were a sizeable group, and that the Kemalist and secularist rhetoric of Deniz Baykal's 
CHP attracted many Alevis. 

On the other hand, however, it was a fact that Baykal's CHP was reluctant in publicly 
announcing its support for Alevi demands, and embracing the '.Alevi issue' as one of the 
political priorities of the CHP. AKP's pro-EU policies and the legal and political reforms it 
111ade in the areas ofhun1an rights and de111ocracy, by contrast, offered the Alevis a chance 
to be hopeful about the future for a change; thus they accepted the AKP's invitation to the 
Alevi workshops with cautious optimism. It soon transpired, however, that the workshops 
were going to nowhere. 21 In particular Diyanet's22 (Diyanet hleri Ba1kanlig1, Presidency of 
Religious Affairs-a Sunni-dominated state agency reporting directly to the Prime Minister 
and responsible for the organization of religious affairs throughout the country) active 
involve111ent in these workshops was a n1ajor disappointn1ent for 111any Alevi institutions. 
'l11ey felt that through Diyanet the government used the workshops as an opportunity to 
impose a Sunni definition of Alevism on the Alevis. 

It is frequently claimed that the reason for the Alevi workshops to end in deadlock is the 
internal differences of opinion within the Alevi con1111unity concerning what their con1111on 
demands ought to be. 'll1is, however, is not true. Currently the '.Alevi issue' encompasses 
four problem areas: difficulties encountered in the transmission of the belief; demands 
that 'cemevis' be officially recognized as houses of prayer; debates concerning compulsory 
courses on religion in secondary education; and discrilnination that Alevis experience both 
in everyday life and in the workplace. In addition to these, the demand that the Madnnak 
Hotel, the site of the Sivas 111assacre of 1993, be turned into a n1useun1 of re1ne111brance to 
con1111en1orate the victilns is of particular sy1nbolic significance to the Alevi con1111unity. 

During the workshops, and elsewhere, the Alevi community formulated their common 
demands very clearly and the AKP knows very well what they are. Yet as Kemal K1h~daroglu, 
who is an Alevi from Dersim, became the leader of CHP in 20 I 0, and as Alevis seemed to 
reject wearing the Sunni straitjacket that Diyanet forced upon them, the AKP in general 
and Erdogan in particular gave up all hope of attracting Alevi votes and lost all interest 
in negotiating their den1ands. It \Vas in such a do111estic conjuncture that the civil war in 
Syria broke out in 2011 and that the Alevi community returned once again to their all too 
fan1iliar cycle of discrilnination) persecution) violence and loss-this tin1e, however, with 
a stronger sense of their collective identity and with stronger feelings of despair, distrust 
and indignation. 

J 
··~ 
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201 Os: the looming shadow of violence and loss in the future 

When the civil war broke out in Syria, the AKP's foreign policy positioned the Bashar 
Al-Assad regilne as 'the encn1y'. It so happens, however, that Assad is a Nusayri and Erdogan 
was not above making frequent references to this fact in his public speeches, to justify the 
AKP's foreign policy's open hostility towards the Assad regime.23 Erdogan also sought to 
publicly discredit tbe main opposition leader Kenoal K1hc;daroglu, who was and still is 
highly critical of the AKI' Syria policy, by pointing out that 'K1hc;daroglu belongs to the 
sa1ne sect as the eneiny'.21 As Nusayris and Arab Alevis share a con1mon belief) Erdogan's 
hostile references to Assad's Nusayrism and K1hc;daroglu's Alevism deeply troubled the 
Alevi community, particularly in ethnically and religiously diverse Antakya on the Syrian 
border. In May 2013, 52 people died in Reyhanh, a Sunni town near Antakya, as a result of 
two successive car bombings suspected to be perpetrated by ISIS-related groups. 25 Erdogan 
condemned the bombings by singling out 'the deaths of his fellow Sunni citizens' to describe 
the unacceptable gravity of the attack-as if among his fellow citizens there were no Alevis 
and their deaths would not have been as grave. As Erdogan's hostile and discriminatory 
speeches against the Alevis verged on a hate discourse, in several cities throughout the 
country there appeared mysterious markings on the doors of houses and buildings where 
Alevi fa1nilies were known to live. 26 111is was a clear ren1inder of the 1nassacres of the 1970s) 
when such markings made a few days before the events directed the lynch mobs to their 
Alevi targets. When, in June 2013, the Gezi protests broke out, it was the indignation gen
erated by this atmosphere of fear and hate that motivated the Alevis to join the protesters. 

Gezi was a spontaneous reaction against Erdogan's increasingly discriininatory and intol
erant discourse and policies and against the indiscriininate use of the police force against all 
those who take the civil liberty of voicing their dissent openly, publicly and collectively. 111e 
riots spread to all Turkey's provinces but two, bringing together a huge diversity of ideolog
ical) religious, ethnic, gender, etc. identities to act in concert in protesting against Erdogan's 
increasingly authoritarian and bossy style.27 With their centuries-long memories of loss, 
invoked by the many massacres of recent decades and Erdogan's hate speeches targeting 
them after the outbreak of civil war in Syria, it was not surprising that Alevis were among 
the inore enthusiastic participants of the protests and Alevi neighbourhoods were an1ong 
the more fiery of protest sites. And it was also not a coincidence that the overwhelming 
majority of the 1 O+ deaths in the Gezi protests occurred in Alevi neighbourhoods, and the 
overwhelming majority of the protestors who died as a result of the disproportionate use 
of police force were Alevis. 

After the Gezi protests, Alevi neighbourhoods in Turkey's different provinces-from 
izmir Giizeltepe and Narhdere to Ankara Tuzlw;ay1r, from istanbul Gazi, Okmeydam and 
Nurtepe to Antakya Armutlu and Malatya Pa$akii$kii-became regular sites in which the 
police use their riot control equip1nent extensively and in 1nost cases disproportionately. 
1be use of force by the police is often justified by allegations that the targeted youths are 
members of illegal armed groups (or 'terrorists', as they are called in the mainstream media, 
belonging to such left-wing underground organizations as the armed DHKP/C28) and hence 
that they not only deserve the disproportionate police violence that befell them, but also 
that they are themselves to be blamed for the violence inflicted upon them. 29 In fact, this 
accusatory line is used both by Erdogan and by the mainstream media to justify the extensive 
use of state violence against almost all political opponents associated with the Left, from 
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Alevis to the Kurds, to the LGBT! movement. What this accusatory line generates in the 
Alevi neighbourhoods in particular is a melancholic feeling of desolation and a justified 
feeling of indignation, particularly a1nong the Alevi youths whose collective 1ne1nories 
are shot through with centuries-old stories of mournful losses told by family elders who 
are first-hand witnesses of decades-old n1assacres, persecution and discrin1ination.30 And, 
ironically, it is this accusatory line adopted by Erdogan and the 1nainstrea1n n1edia of his 
so-called 'New Turkey' that turns the Alevi neighbourhoods into fertile ground for armed 
underground groups eager to organize, n1obilize and turn the indignant youths into angry 
1nilitants. 

'Il1e 1nainstrea1n of the Alevi con1n1unity still conde1nns political violence and favours 
what can be called an Arendtian approach: i.e. using non-violent means of political struggle31 

through concerted actions of diverse Alevi organizations. Yet recently son1e con1n1unity 
leaders have expressed their concern that the increasing use of the Weberian '111onopoly of 
legitimate violence'32 by the Turkish state, or to be more specific by Erdogan who seeks to 
control that monopoly exclusively on his own, adds injury to the insult of centuries-long 
discrimination against the Alevis, and that this may accelerate the feeling ofloss and indig
nation ainong the Alevi con1n1unity and lead son1e of the in to start viewing ar111ed resistance 
as a viable alternative to peaceful dernocratic resistance. 
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